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Abstract
The symmetric top is a special case of the general top, and canonical Poisson
structure on T ∗SE(3) is the common method of its description. This struc-
ture is invariant under the right action of SO(3), but the Hamiltonian of the
symmetric top is invariant only under the right action of subgroup S1 that
corresponds to the rotation around the symmetry axis of the symmetric top.
So, its Poisson structure was obtained as the reduction T ∗SE(3)/S1. Next
we propose the Hamiltonian that describes the wide class of the interaction
models of symmetric top and axially-symmetric external field. The stability
of the levitating Orbitron in relative equilibrium was proved.
Index terms— Poisson reduction, symplectic leaves, 2-form of Kirillov-
Kostant-Souriau, symmetric top, relative equilibrium, levitating Orbitron,
Energy-momentum method.
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Chapter 1
Reduction of T ∗SE(3) to the
Poisson structure for a
symmetric top
1.1 Introduction
The model of the Lagrange top has a long history and it is still the subject of
the investigations [1]. The widespread use of the group-theoretic methods of
Hamiltonian mechanics gave the new impulse for the study of this classical
model [1, 2]. The effectiveness of this model emerged in the study of the
stability of the magnetic dynamical systems [3, 4]. As it will be seen below the
Hamiltonian reduction from the general asymmetric body to the symmetric
top leads to the Lie-Poisson structure, embedded in se(3)∗. The symplectic
leaves of this structure are the orbits of the coadjoint representation of SE(3)
group.
1.2 Hamiltonian formalism on T ∗SO(3)
1.2.1 Representation of the right trivialization for T ∗SO(3)
Let’s look at some useful relations for group SO(3) and its cotangent bundle,
many of which can be found in [5, 2].
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Group SO(3) is formed by orthogonal, unimodular matrices R i.e. RT =
R−1, det(R) = 1. Correspondingly the Lie algebra so(3) is formed by 3×3-
antisymmetric matrices with Lie bracket in the form of matrix commutator.
Let’s consider a vector space isomorphismˆ: R3 → so(3) is such that [2, p.
285]: ξ̂kl = −εiklξi, ξi = −12εiklξ̂kl, where εikl — Levi-Civita symbol. Then
ξ̂η = ξ × η;
[ξ̂, η̂] = ξ̂η̂ − η̂ξ̂ = ξ̂ × η;
〈ξ,η〉 = −1
2
tr(ξ̂η̂);
Bξ̂B−1 = B̂ξ
(1.2.1.1)
The scalar product introduced above allows us to state the equivalence of
the Lie algebra and its dual space so(3)∗ ≃ so(3). Symbol “≃” defines
diffeomorphism. As a rule, the diffeomorphisms used below have a simple
group-theoretical or differential-geometric sense that is explained in the cited
literature.
In the representation of the right trivialization which is shown in [1] and
[5, p. 314] corresponds to the inertial system, we have:
TSO(3) ≃ SO(3)× so(3), T ∗SO(3) ≃ SO(3)× so(3)∗.
Then the right and the left actions of group SO(3) on T ∗SO(3) (Cotan-
gent Lift [2, p. 166]) have the form{
Rct
B
: (R, p̂i) ∈ T ∗SO(3)→ (RB, p̂i), B ∈ SO(3);
Lct
B
: (R, p̂i) ∈ T ∗SO(3)→ (BR,Bp̂iB−1) = (BR,Ad∗
B−1p̂i)
(1.2.1.2)
1.2.2 Symplectic and Poisson structures on T ∗SO(3)
[5, 1, 6, 7]
Liouville form on T ∗SO(3) ≃ SO(3)× so(3)∗ looks like
Θ
T ∗SO(3)
|(R,pi) = −
1
2
tr(p̂iδ̂R) = πiδR
i, (1.2.2.1)
where δ̂R = (dR)R−1 is the right-invariant of Maurer-Cartan 1-form.
Then by using the Maurer-Cartan equation [2, p. 276] for the canonical
symplectic 2-form we have
ΩT
∗SO(3)
can = −dΘT
∗SO(3) = δRi ∧ dπi − πi[δR, δR]i = (1.2.2.2)
4
= −1
2
εijkδRjk ∧ dπi +
1
2
πiεijkδRjs ∧ δRsk
Any given symplectic structure Ω defines a Poisson structure on the same
manifold as follows
{F,G}(z) = Ω(ξF (z), ξG(z)) = ∂ξGF = −∂ξFG, (1.2.2.3)
where equation iξGΩ = dG is performed for vector field ξG.
By considering the elements of the matrix R and the components of
momentum pi as the dynamic variables on T ∗SO(3), we can obtain the fol-
lowing set of Poisson brackets that completely defines a Poisson structure on
T ∗SO(3):
{Rij, Rkl} = 0, {πi, Rjk} = εijlRlk, {πi, πj} = εijlπl. (1.2.2.4)
Note that in the inertial system Poisson brackets for the matrix elements
R are grouped in columns. For example, Poisson brackets for the elements
of the 3d-column is expressed through the elements of the 3d-column only.
1.3 Reduction of the Poisson structure for a
symmetric top
Poisson structure (1.2.2.4) is invariant under right translations of constant
matrix B ∈ SO(3):
{(RB)ij, (RB)kl} = 0, {πi, (RB)jn} = εijl(RB)ln, {πi, πj} = εijlπl.
(1.3.1)
Subgroup S1 ∈ SO(3) is of interest for the symmetric top where S1 =
{Z ∈ SO(3) : Zi3 = δi3} (it is assumed that the axis of the body symmetry is
directed along the vector E3) in the body frame). Then (RZ)i3 = RijZj3 =
Ri3, i.e. 3d-row of the matrix R remains invariant under right translations
corresponding to subgroup S1.
Let’s consider projection SO(3) on the sphere S2 (as a set of unit vectors
ν with ν2 = 1)
τ : R 7→ ν = Ri3ei, νi = Ri3, (1.3.2)
where ei are basis vectors for inertial system.
This projection generates a map
τ˜ : T ∗SO(3) ∋ (R,pi) 7→ (τ(R),pi) = (ν,pi) ∈ K1, (1.3.3)
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where K1 ≃ S2 × so(3)∗ ⊂ R3 × so(3)∗ ≃ se(3)∗ = (R3sso(3)∗).
On se(3)∗, as on any space that is dual to the Lie algebra, there exists a
canonical Lie-Poisson structure [2, p. 425]. In this case [2, pp. 491,367] this
structure is determined by the following Poisson brackets
{νi, νk} = 0, {πi, νj} = εijlνl, {πi, πj} = εijlπl. (1.3.4)
Comparing (1.3.4) with (1.2.2.4) shows that a surjective mapping τ˜ is
poissonian. Thus the conditions of Theorem 10.5.1 [2, p. 355] are satisfied,
and hence,
K1 ≃ T ∗SO(3)/S1 (1.3.5)
If Hamiltonian H on T ∗SO(3) is S1 is invariant, then there is a Hamilto-
nian h on K1 that exists in such a way that H = h◦ τ˜ and with trajectories of
the dynamic system with Hamiltonian H are τ˜ -associated with trajectories
for Hamiltonian h [2, p. 355].
1.4 The structure of symplectic leaves for
the dynamics of a symmetric top
Proposition 1. Let’s consider the functions on se(3)∗
C1(ν,pi) = ν
2, C2(ν,pi) = ν · pi. (1.4.1)
1. Functions C1, C2 are independent in all points se(3)
∗ for each ν 6= 0.
2. This means that a common level L(ν0,pi0) for functions (1.4.1) when
ν0 6= 0 is a submanifold in se(3)∗.
3. There is such coordinate system (c1, c2, u1, . . . , u4) in the neighborhood
of an any point (ν0,pi0) ∈ se(3)∗(ν20 > 0) that in this neighborhood L(ν,pi) is
determined by equations {
c1 = C1(ν,pi);
c2 = C2(ν,pi);
(1.4.2)
Remark 1. Coordinates (u1, . . . , u4) are internal on the submanifold
determined by the fixed values (c1, c2).

1. Functions are independent in the neighborhood of point (ν,pi) if dif-
ferentials of these functions are independent at this point.
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We have {
dC1 =
∂C1
∂νk
dνk +
∂C1
∂pik
dπk = 2νkdνk;
dC2 =
∂C2
∂νk
dνk +
∂C2
∂pik
dπk = πkdνk + νkdπk;
Let’s assume the contrary, there are such α, β that αdC1 + βdC2 = 0,
then when equating to zero the coefficients of the differentials dπk, we get
(ν2 > 0)&(βνkdπk = 0) −→ βνk = 0, ∀k −→ β = 0
Correspondingly, equating coefficients to zero when the differentials are
dνk, we get
(ν2 > 0)&(αdC1) = 0 −→ ανkdνk = 0 −→ ανk = 0, ∀k −→ α = 0
2. As it was proved in item 1 the map C = C1 × C2 is regular in points
(ν,pi) ∈ se(3)∗, where ν 6= 0, that is why item 2 is a direct corollary fact of
Submersion Theorem [11, p. 175].
3. This statement is the simple consequence of the Local Onto Theo-
rem [11, p. 175] for mapping C − C0.

Coadjoint action of group SE(3) on se(3)∗ looks like ((14.7.10), [2, p.
492])
Ad∗(a,A)−1(ν,pi) = (A[ν],a×A[ν] +A[pi]). (1.4.3)
Proposition 2. Let K = se(3)∗\ {(ν,pi) : ν = 0} that is K is an open
submanifold se(3)∗ with Lie-Poisson structure (1.3.4) and coadjoint action
(1.4.3) induced from se(3)∗, then
1. Functions C1, C2 are the Casimir functions on K.
2. L(ν0,pi0) is orbit O(ν0,pi0) of the coadjoint group presentation SE(3).
3. L(ν0,pi0) is the symplectic leaf K, and every symplectic leaf K can be
represented as L(ν0,pi0).
4. L(ν0,pi0) is a Poisson submanifold in K

1. Functions (1.4.1) are invariant relative to the coadjoint action (1.4.3),
so on the basis of proposition 12.6.1 (see [2, p. 421]) we can assume that
C1, C2 are the Casimir functions.
2. For any point (ν,pi) ∈ L(ν0,pi0) there are such parameters (a,A) that
(ν,pi) = Ad∗(a,A)−1(ν0,pi0). Indeed, ν ∈ S2ν0 and there is a rotation A such
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that ν = A[ν0] and a suitable vector a can be found with the formula
a = 1
ν20
ν × (pi −A[pi0]).
3. As it follows from Corollary 14.4.3 and Definition 10.4.3 [2, p.
477, (i)] the connected component of the orbit of the coadjoint presentation
is a symplectic leaf. The orbits of group SE(3) are connected.
4. According to Proposition 1.2 L(ν0,pi0) is not only immersed subman-
ifold, but also Poisson submanifold ([2, p. 347]) K (and se(3)∗).

In sections 14.7 [2] and in section 4.4 [8] the orbits of the coadjoint pre-
sentation of group SE(3) were investigated. Their structure as the sym-
plectic manifolds with 2-form of Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau (KKS) Ω
O(ν0,pi0)
KKS is
described in Theorem 4.4.1 (see [8, p. 142]).
We are interested in orbits O(ν0,pi0) with ν0 6= 0. As a consequence of this
theorem, we obtain for these orbits:
Proposition 3. Orbit O(ν0,pi0) with ν0 6= 0 is diffeomorphic to the cotan-
gent bundle of the sphere T ∗S2|ν0|, and the symplectic form on the orbit differs
from the canonical symplectic form on the cotangent bundle of the sphere in
so-called magnetic term.
O(ν0,pi0) ≃ T ∗S2|ν0|;
Ω
O(ν0,pi0)
KKS = Ω
T ∗S2
|ν0|
can − ρ∗B;
B(ξ × ν,η × ν)|ν = −C2(ν0,pi0)C1(ν0,pi0)〈ξ × η,ν〉,
where ρ : T ∗S2|ν0| → S2|ν0| is the projection onto cotangent bundle,
B — 2-form on sphere, ν ∈ S2|ν0|, ξ,η ∈ R3.
1.5 Hamiltonian formalism on T ∗SE(3)
1.5.1 Bundle of orthonormal oriented triads O+(E3) as
the configuration space for rigid body dynamics
Let’s consider a frame of reference, associated with the body that is equivalent
to an orthonormal frame (triad) with the origin x ∈ E3 in the center of mass
of a rigid body and unit vectors ~Ei, directed along the principal axes of inertia
tensor with the same orientation as the inertial system {~ei}, (~e1 × ~e2 = ~e3).
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That means that the configuration space for a rigid body coincides with
the bundle (O+(E3), ̺, E3), O+(E3)
̺−→ E3 of the oriented orthonormal
frames in the Euclidean space E3.
The elements of O+(E3) are z = (x, { ~Ei}), ( ~E1 × ~E2 = ~E3), then ̺(z) =
x ∈ E3.
On O+(E3), as on the principal bundle with structure group SO(3) a
canonical right action of group SO(3) is determined:
rB : z = (x, { ~Ei}) ∈ O+(E3) 7→ (x, {Bki ~Ek}), B ∈ SO(3) (1.5.1.1)
In addition, there is left action of SE(3) for flat Euclidean space E3. It
is not canonical in terms of the general theory of the fiber bundles.
Let’s choose a fixed point O ∈ E3 and a fixed triad, forming a Cartesian
system of reference z0 = (O, {~ei}), then each point x ∈ E3 is presented by
a radius-vector x, and each rotation A ∈ SO(3) is presented by matrix Aki
such that A~ei = Aki~ek.
Then the left action of SE(3) for z ∈ O+(E3) looks like
l(a,A)z = (a+Ax, {A ~Ei}) (1.5.1.2)
This action SE(3) is simply transitive, i.e. any element z ∈ O+(E3) can
be obtained by the left action (1.5.1.2) from z0 ∈ O+(E3) by the only way
z = l(x,R)z0, Rik = 〈 ~Ek, ~ei〉 (1.5.1.3)
Mapping
Ψ : z = (x, { ~Ei}) 7→ (x,R), Rik = 〈 ~Ek, ~ei〉 (1.5.1.4)
is a global map of the bundle O+(E3), actions (1.5.1.1) and (1.5.1.2) in this
map are the right and left translations on SE(3) correspondingly.
Ψ ◦ rB ◦Ψ−1 = RB, Ψ ◦ l(a,A) ◦Ψ−1 = L(a,A) (1.5.1.5)
Diffeomorphism Ψ allowes to consider group SE(3) as a configuration
space for the rigid body dynamics that will be assumed further.
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1.5.2 Poisson and symplectic structures on T ∗SE(3) in
the inertial system
Take into consideration that group SE(3) as a manifold is a direct product,
we have
T ∗(SE(3)) ≃ T ∗(R3 × SO(3)) ≃ T ∗(R3)× T ∗(SO(3)) (1.5.2.1)
Representations (1.5.2.1) are a direct product [9, p. 81-82], where trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom are separated from each other in
the symplectic and Poisson structures.
ΩT
∗SE(3)
can = Ω
T ∗R3
can + Ω
T ∗SO(3)
can (1.5.2.2)
= dxi ∧ dpi − 1
2
εijkδRjk ∧ dπi +
1
2
πiεijkδRjs ∧ δRsk
Poisson brackets that correspond Ω
T ∗SE(3)
can have the form:
{xi, pj} = δij , {πi, πj} = εijlπl, {πi, Rjk} = εijlRlk. (1.5.2.3)
Poisson brackets (1.5.2.3) explain that the basic dynamic variables refer
to the inertial system.
Let Rct
B
— Cotangent Lift of the right translation RB on group SE(3)
by elements (0,B) ∈ SO(3), Lct(b,B) — Cotangent Lift of the left translation
respectively.
In the inertial system we have, expanding (1.2.1.2)
(b,B) ∈ SE(3), ((x,p), (R,pi)) ∈ T ∗SE(3);
RB : (x,R)→ (x,RB);
L(a,A) : (x,R)→ (a+Ax,AR);
Rct
B
: ((x,p), (R,pi))→ ((x,p), (RB,pi));
Lct(a,A) : ((x,p), (R,pi))→ ((a+Ax,Ap), (AR,Api))
(1.5.2.4)
In order to make a transition for the reference frame that is connected
with the body, it is necessary, in accordance with the last line in (1.5.2.4) to
make the following canonical transformation of the dynamic variables.
P = R−1p;
Π = R−1pi;
X = x, R = R
(1.5.2.5)
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where p is a body momentum in the inertial system;
pi is a self angular momentum of the body in the inertial system;
P is a body momentum in the body frame;
Π is a self angular momentum of the body in the body frame.
If we insert expression (1.5.2.5) into (1.5.2.3), we get the following Poisson
brackets (only nonzero) in the body frame{
{Xi, Pj} = Rij , {Πi, Pj} = −εijkPk,
{Πi,Πj} = −εijkΠk, {Πk, Rij} = −εkjlRil.
(1.5.2.6)
Remark 2. We will write the arithmetic vectors that represent the phys-
ical vector components in the inertial system in small bold letters and the
components of the same vector in the body frame in capital bold letters. For
example,
pi =
 〈~e1, ~π〉〈~e2, ~π〉
〈~e3, ~π〉)
 , Π =
 〈 ~E1, ~π〉〈 ~E2, ~π〉
〈 ~E3, ~π〉)

Remark 3. Expressions (1.5.2.2,1.5.2.3) for the symplectic and Poisson
structures do not correspond to the right trivialization T ∗SE(3), described
in [10], the right trivialization in these expressions affects only the rotational
degrees of freedom from T ∗SO(3), and (1.5.2.5) fully corresponds to the left
trivialization T ∗SE(3) [10].
This is coordinated with understanding of O+(E3) as a configuration
space for rigid body dynamics and the roles of the right and left actions
(1.5.1.1,1.5.1.2).
Remark 4. The map of bundle O+(E3) corresponding to the inertial
system has the advantage that translational and rotational degrees of freedom
are divided and it is fully realized in the model of a symmetric top. As
for general top, the kinetic rotation energy is the left-invariant function on
T ∗SE(3) and therefore body frame is traditionally used. For general top
we can combine the advantages of these two maps, if we use transformation
(1.5.2.7) instead of (1.5.2.5){
Π = R−1pi;
P = p, X = x, R = R
(1.5.2.7)
Using of this map is described in [7].
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1.6 Reduction of T ∗SE(3) to the Poisson struc-
ture for a symmetric top
As in case of T ∗SO(3), the Poisson brackets for T ∗SE(3) are invariant for
the right translations
RB : ((x,p), (R,pi)) 7→ ((x,p), (RB,pi)), B ∈ SO(3). (1.6.1)
As we can seen from (1.6.1), variables x,p for translational degrees of
freedom are not subjected to transformations, they play a passive role in the
reduction process and they can be omited in further discussion.
In general case kinetic energy of the rigid body is the left-invariant, but
not the right-invariant. However, for the symmetric top, the system is in-
variant concerning the right translation from S1 ∈ SO(3), where group S1
of body symmetry (it is assumed that the axis of body symmetry is directed
along vector E3).
As in Section 2 the conditions of Theorem 10.5.1 [2, p. 355] are satisfied,
and therefore, we get
P1 = T
∗SE(3)/S1 ≃ T ∗R3 ×K1 ⊂ P = T ∗R3 ×K. (1.6.2)
where P1 is the Poisson manifold with such Poisson brackets
{xi, pj} = δij, {νi, νk} = 0, {πi, νj} = εijlνl, {πi, πj} = εijlπl. (1.6.3)
In order to realize a system reduction completely, it is necessary to trans-
form the standard Hamiltonian for a rigid body into inertial system, namely,
kinetic energy contribution of proper body rotation. This is not difficult to
perform for the symmetric top, where two momenta of inertia are equal in
the body frame.
Using I1 = I2 = I⊥, after a few transformations we obtain
Tspin(((x,p), (R,pi))) =
1
2I1
pi2 +
(
1
2I3
− 1
2I1
)
〈ν,pi〉2 + V (x,ν). (1.6.4)
That means that the Hamiltonian of the symmetric top takes the form
h(((x,p), (ν,pi))) =
1
2M
p2 +
1
2I1
pi2 + V (x,ν), (1.6.5)
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after discarding Casimir function
(
1
2I3
− 1
2I1
)
〈ν,pi〉2. Where M is a body
mass.
Hamiltonian h depends only on the dynamic variables on P1.
The dynamic system is finally reduced to (P1, {·, ·}, h), as according to
Theorem 10.5.1 [2, p. 355] the dynamic trajectories of the original system
are projected onto the dynamic trajectories of the reduced system by Poisson
mapping
T ∗SE(3) ∋ ((x,p), (R,pi)) 7→ ((x,p), (τ(R),pi)) ∈ P1. (1.6.6)
As for the structure of the symplectic of the symplectic leaves LP1(ν0,pi0) of
the Poisson manifold P1, taking the results of Section 4 (see Proposition
3) into consideration, we have
L
P1
(ν0,pi0)
= T ∗R3 ×O(ν0,pi0) (1.6.7)
1.7 Momentum map for the action of group
SE(3)
1.7.1 Momentum map for the action of group SE(3)
on itself by left translations
Let’s consider the relations that are important for understanding a momen-
tum map for group SE(3) and for understanding representation of the inertial
system.
Let’s give the invariant form for Poisson brackets in the inertial system.
Let’s assume that v and ω are the constant arithmetic vectors, i.e. their
components are constant in the inertial system.
We have
{xi, pj} = δij, {πi, πj} = εijlπl, {πi, Rjk} = εijlRlk (1.7.1.1)
Hence
{x, 〈p, v〉} = v (1.7.1.2)
We also have
{R, 〈pi,ω〉} = ω̂R (1.7.1.3)
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Similarly, we have
{pi, 〈pi,ω〉} = ω × pi = ω̂pi (1.7.1.4)
The relations (1.7.1.3) and (1.7.1.4) can also be written in the form using
physical vectors
{ ~Ek, 〈pi,ω〉} = ~ω × ~Ek, ~ω = ωi~ei (1.7.1.5)
{~π, 〈pi,ω〉} = ~ω × ~π (1.7.1.6)
Expressions (1.7.1.5),(1.7.1.6) show that pi is the angular momentum of
self-rotation of the body as it generates only rotation of the vectors describing
self-rotation of the rigid body.
To generate the rotation of the all physical vectors of the system we should
take the total angular momentum of the system (i.e. including the orbital
angular momentum).
j = pi + x× p (1.7.1.7)
Then we get 
{~x, 〈j,ω〉} = ~ω × ~x;
{~p, 〈j,ω〉} = ~ω × ~p;
{ ~Ek, 〈j,ω〉} = ~ω × ~Ek;
{~π, 〈j,ω〉} = ~ω × ~π;
(1.7.1.8)
From equetions (1.7.1.8) and (1.7.1.2) we find the momentum map that
corresponds to the action of group SE(3) on itself by left translations.
JL : ((x,p), (R,pi)) 7→ (p,pi + x× p) (1.7.1.9)
1.7.2 Momentum map for the action of group SO(3)
on SE(3) by right translations
Let’s find the momentum map corresponding to the right action of group
SO(3) on SE(3).
Let Ω be the constant arithmetic vector, that is ~ω has the constant com-
ponents in the body frame.
Then
{R, 〈Π,Ω〉} = RΩ̂ (1.7.2.1)
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{ ~Ek, 〈Π,Ω〉} = ~ω × ~Ek, ~ω = Ωi ~Ei (1.7.2.2)
Despite the similarity with formula (1.7.1.4) the Hamiltonian 〈Π,Ω〉 gen-
erates such a rotation that the angular velocity in the rigid body, not in the
inertial system, is constant. In this case the angular velocity vector is under-
goes rotation: ~ω = RikΩ
k~ei.
Also we have
{Π, 〈Π,Ω〉} = −Ω×Π = ΠT Ω̂ (1.7.2.3)
It is in this way that the arithmetic vector Π should be changed in oder
for a physical vector ~π = πk~ek = Πk ~Ek to get
{~π, 〈Π,Ω〉} = 0 (1.7.2.4)
Equations (1.7.2.1),(1.7.2.4) show that momentum map corresponding to
the right action of group SO(3) on SE(3) is
JR = Π (1.7.2.5)
For a general top the kinetic energy is the left-, but not the right-invariant
function, so the components of this moment will not conserved. In the case
of the symmetric top of component Π3 is conserved, and in case of reduc-
tion (1.6.2) to the symmetric top this component transfers into the Casimir
function C2 in accordance with the general rule (see 12.6.1 [2, pp. 421-422]).
1.7.3 Momentum map for the action of group SE(3)
on a Poisson manifold P
For left translation on T ∗SE(3) in the inertial system we have
Lct(a,A) : ((x,p), (R,pi))→ ((a+Ax,Ap), (AR,Api)) (1.7.3.1)
As
τ : R 7→ ν = Ri3ei, νi = Ri3 (1.7.3.2)
then
τ(BR)3 = (BR)i3 = BikRk3 = Bikνk (1.7.3.3)
that means
τ(BR) = B[ν] (1.7.3.4)
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Consequently, we have for the left action SO(3) on P
l(a,A)((x,p), (ν,pi)) = ((a+Ax,Ap), (Aν,Api)) (1.7.3.5)
Momentum map for action (1.7.3.5) looks like (1.7.1.9)
JL : ((x,p), (ν,pi)) 7→ (p,pi + x× p) (1.7.3.6)
1.7.4 Momentum map on a symplectic leaf Λ(ν0,pi0)
First of all, the Casimir functions C1, C2 are invariant with respect to the
action (1.7.3.6) of the previous section, and, consequently, they conserved
symplectic leaves, and the generators of this action will be tangential to
these leaves.
Therefore we should compare the momentum map on the manifold P with
its Poisson structure with the momentum map on the symplectic leaf with the
inner Poisson structure of the leaf that corresponds to the KKS-symplectic
structure.
Let ξ = (v,ω) ∈ se(3). The vector field ξP has the form
ξK((x,p), (ν,pi)) = ((v + ω × x,ω × p), (ω × ν,ω × pi)) (1.7.4.1)
Momentum map is determined from the relations (see (11.2.3), [2, p.
374])
{F, J(ξ)} = ∂ξKF (1.7.4.2)
Let’s consider the inner Poisson structure on a symplectic leaf (1.6.7). If f
function on the manifold P , then we can denote f¯ contraction f on subman-
ifold (1.3.2), that is f¯ = f|Λ(ν0,pi0). Then according to Proposition 10.4.2
[2, p. 346] {f¯ , g¯} = {f, g} for example
{xi, pj} = δij , {ν¯i, ν¯k} = 0, {π¯i, ν¯j} = εijlν¯l, {π¯i, π¯j} = εijlπ¯l.
(1.7.4.3)
Using basic dynamic variables xi, pi, ν¯
i, π¯i and Poisson brackets (1.7.4.3)
as F¯ in the expression (1.7.4.2), we find that dynamic variables J(ξ) satisfies
(1.7.1.8), that means it is moment for a symplectic structure on Λ(ν0,pi0) and
the following statement is true.
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Proposition 4. Let J : P → se(3)∗ is a momentum map, that cor-
responds to the action of group SE(3) on the Poisson manifold P , and
J(ν0,pi0):Λ(ν0,pi0) → se(3)∗ is a momentum map, that corresponds to the ac-
tion of group SE(3) on the symplectic leaf Λ(ν0,pi0) then
1. JL : ((x,p), (R,pi)) 7→ (p,pi + x× p).
2. JΛ(ν0,pi0) = J|Λ(ν0,pi0)
1.8 The motion equations of a symmetric top
in the external field
We have the Poisson brackets
{xi, pj} = δij , {νi, νk} = 0, {πi, νj} = εijlνl, {πi, πj} = εijlπl (1.8.1)
and Hamiltonian
h(((x,p), (ν,pi))) =
1
2M
p2 +
1
2I1
pi2 + V (x,ν) (1.8.2)
Applying f˙ = {f, h} to basic dynamic variables, we get
x˙ = 1
M
p;
p˙ = −∇xV (x,ν);
ν˙ = 1
I⊥
pi × ν;
p˙i = ∇νV (x,ν)× ν;
(1.8.3)
1.9 Correlation between energy-momentum
method and Ratiu-Ortega Theorem (see the-
orem 4.8 [12] in the problem of Orbitron
1.9.1 Necessary condition
The Energy-momentum method as well as Ratiu-Ortega Theorem formulate
the conditions in a fixed (reference) point of the suggested relative equilib-
rium.
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Let’s add the variables (x,p) to the list of variables Proposition 1, item
3 changing their names to u5, u6, . . . . This order and name of variables will be
more convenient in the following calculations without changing anything in
the essence. It is important that variables c1, c2 ¡¡numerate¿¿ the symplectic
layers Λ(ν0,pi0), while variables u1, u2, . . . are the internal variables on the leaf.
So, let z0 ∈ Λ(ν0,pi0) ⊂ P, (ν20 > 0). Then there are 2 coordinate systems
in the vicinity of this point: the 1st one is global zi = ((ν,pi), (x,p)) and
the 2nd, generally speaking, is a local (c1, c2, u1, u2, u3, u4, . . . ).
We assume that the augmented Hamiltonian h¯ξ on the symplectic leaf is
the restriction of the augmented Hamiltonian hξ on P (this is done for the
Orbitron and in a more general case, for example, for polynomial according
to (ν,pi)) Hamiltonians).
So, the 1st condition in the Energy-momentum method is
dh¯ξ|z0 = 0 (1.9.1.1)
For any function f in the vicinity z0 we have
df = dcf + duf (1.9.1.2)
Condition (1.9.1.1) can be written down as
duh
ξ
|z0
= 0 (1.9.1.3)
It is also obvious that {
duC1 = 0;
duC2 = 0;
(1.9.1.4)
For any constants λ1, λ2 is performed
du(h
ξ + λ1C1 + λ
2C2)|z0 = 0 (1.9.1.5)
In order to fulfill condition (1.9.1.5) not only for partial but also for the
total differential, λ1, λ2 must have specific definite values that satisfies the
equations in point z0,{
λ1∂c1C1 + λ
2∂c1C2 = −∂c1hξ;
λ1∂c2C1 + λ
2∂c2C2 = −∂c2hξ;
(1.9.1.6)
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Due the special choice of the coordinate system (c1, c2, u1, u2, u3, u4, . . . )
we have {
λ1 = −∂c1hξ;
λ2 = −∂c2hξ;
(1.9.1.7)
If λ1, λ2 satisfy (1.9.1.6),(1.9.1.7) then
dhξ,λ|z0 = 0 (1.9.1.8)
where
hξ,λ = hξ + λ1C1 + λ
2C2 (1.9.1.9)
Condition (1.9.1.8) has the form of 1st condition in Ratiu-Ortega Theo-
rem.
1.9.2 Sufficient conditions
Let’s consider the 2nd condition ofGµ-stability for Energy-momentum method
and Ratiu-Ortega Theorem.
First of all, let’s consider Hessian transformation in transition from one
local coordinate system (yk) into another one (zi).
∂2f
∂zi∂zj
=
∂2f
∂yk∂yl
∂yk
∂zi
∂yl
∂zj
+
∂f
∂yk
∂2yk
∂zi∂zj
(1.9.2.1)
Hence
d2zf(η1, η2) =
∂2f
∂yk∂yl
∇η1yk∇η2yl+
∂f
∂yk
d2zy
k(η1, η2), η1, η2 ∈ Tz0P (1.9.2.2)
If the coordinate system yk means (c1, c2, u1, u2, u3, u4, . . . ) then
d2zf(w1, w2) =
∂2f
∂cA∂cB
∇η1cA∇η2cB (1.9.2.3)
+
∂2f
∂cA∂uα
(∇η1cA∇η2uα +∇η2cA∇η1uα)
+
∂2f
∂uα∂uβ
∇η1uα∇η2uβ
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+
∂f
∂yk
d2zy
k(η1, η2)
Now let’s assume that each of the vectors η1, η2 ∈ Tz0L(ν0,pi0), that means
η = ηα
∂
∂uα
−→ (∇ηcA = 0)&(∇ηuα = ηα) (1.9.2.4)
then
d2zf(η1, η2) =
∂2f
∂uα∂uβ
ηαηβ +
∂f
∂yk
d2zy
k(η1, η2) (1.9.2.5)
d2zf(η1, η2) = d
2
uf(η1, η2) + 〈∇f, d2zy(η1, η2)〉 (1.9.2.6)
Let’s apply formula (1.9.2.6) to function hξ,λ at the point z0
d2zh
ξ,λ(η1, η2) = d
2
uh
ξ,λ(η1, η2) + 〈∇hξ,λ, d2zy(η1, η2)〉 (1.9.2.7)
Because of the conditions (1.9.1.8) 2nd term in (1.9.2.7) is equal to 0.
Therefore we have
d2zh
ξ,λ(η1, η2) = d
2
u(h
ξ + λ1C1 + λ
2C2)(η1, η2) (1.9.2.8)
since d2uC1 = d
2
uC2 = 0 then
d2zh
ξ,λ(η1, η2) = d
2
uh
ξ(η1, η2) = d
2
uh¯
ξ(η1, η2). (1.9.2.9)
Thus, the positive positive definiteness of the quadratic form in Energy-
momentum method (the right side of (1.9.2.9) is an equivalent to the positive
definiteness of the corresponding quadratic form in Ratiu-Ortega Theorem
(left side of (1.9.2.9)) on the vectors that are tangent to a symplectic leaf.
We also note that the requirements set by the Energy-momentum method
on the subspace W in a case studied coincide with the corresponding Ratiu-
Ortega Theorem.
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Chapter 2
Hamiltonian dynamics of a
symmetric top in external fields
having axial symmetry.
Levitating Orbitron
2.1 Introduction
We propose a Hamiltonian that describes a wide class of the models of a
symmetric top that interacts with external field having axial symmetry. The
stability of relative equilibrium is considered. It investigates on the base on
Ratiu-Ortega Theorem.
We found the necessary and sufficient conditions of the dynamic equilib-
rium. For the first time in general form the final analytical expressions for
sufficient conditions were deduced.
The general formulas are tested for two important physical models: the
model of the generalized Orbitron (see [10] - without gravity force) and the
model of levitating generalized Orbitron - new task that generalize the results
of the article [13].
Thanks to the new approach became possible to formulate the clear fully
analytical proof that levitating of the Orbitron is possible.
The whole study is conducted in the inertial reference system, that is
justified in the Ch.1 of this article. Where the equivalence of the algorithms
of energy-momentum method and Ratiu-Ortega Theorem is also proved.
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2.2 The motion equations of a symmetric top
in an external field
We have the Poisson brackets
{xi, pj} = δij, {νi, νk} = 0, {πi, νj} = εijlνl, {πi, πj} = εijlπl. (2.2.1)
h(((~x, ~ν), (~p, ~π))) =
1
2M
~p2 +
1
2I⊥
~π2 + V (~x, ~ν), (2.2.2)
Applying f˙ = {f, h} to the base dynamical variables, we get
~˙x = 1
M
~p;
~˙p = −∇xV (~x, ~ν);
~˙ν = 1
I⊥
~π × ~ν;
~˙π = ∇νV (~x, ~ν)× ~ν;
(2.2.3)
2.3 Axial symmetry condition
By virtue of the fact that kinetic energy SO(3)-symmetric then the condition
of axial symmetry of the Hamiltonian can be reduced to the condition of axial
symmetry of the potential energy.
{V, j3} = x1 ∂V
∂x2
− x2 ∂V
∂x1
+ ν1
∂V
∂ν2
− ν2 ∂V
∂ν1
= 0 (2.3.1)
that is also can be written in the form
~x⊥ × (∇xV )⊥ + ~ν⊥ × (∇νV )⊥ = 0. (2.3.1a)
In what follows we will show that (2.3.1a) is identically fulfilled on the
orbit of the relative equilibrium, so it bring nothing new in the study of
stability.
2.4 The motion integrals and augmented Hamil-
tonian
The motion integrals and augmented Hamiltonian form remain the same as
for the Orbitron, that is
hξ = h− ωJ3 + λ1C1 + λ2C2 (2.4.1)
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where 
C1(~ν, ~π) = ~ν
2;
C2(~ν, ~π) = ~ν · ~π;
J3(((~x, ~ν), (~p, ~π))) = π3 + x1p2 − x2p1.
(2.4.2)
2.5 Necessary condition of the relative equi-
librium
dhξ =
(
1
M
~p− ωe3 × ~x
)
· d~p +
(
1
I⊥
~π − ω~e3 + λ2~ν
)
· d~π (2.5.1)
+ (∇xV + ω~e3 × ~p) · d~x+ (∇νV + 2λ1~ν + λ2~π) · d~ν
we getting the necessary condition of the relative equilibrium
~p = Mω(~e3 × ~x);
∇xV + ω~e3 × ~p = 0;
~π = I⊥ω~e3 − λ2I⊥~ν;
∇νV + 2λ1~ν + λ2~π = 0;
(2.5.2)

∇xV =Mω2~x⊥;
λ2 = ων3 − 1I⊥C2;
∇νV + λ~ν + I⊥ωλ2~e3 = 0;
(2.5.2a)
where
λ = 2λ1 − λ22I⊥ (2.5.3)
It follows 
∇xV =Mω2~x⊥;
(∇νV )⊥ = −λ~ν⊥;
ωC2 = ω〈~ν, ~π〉 = ∂V∂νz + (λ+ I⊥ω2)νz
(2.5.4)
Here, the symbol ~u⊥ is a component of the vector ~u that is orthogonal to
the symmetry axis z.
Remark 1. Vector ~ν and Lagrange multiplier ω can be found from first
two lines of (2.5.2) or that is the same from the first line of (2.5.2a). That is
distinct from Orbitron, where we postulate that ~ν direct in the line of z axis.
Remark 2. Formulas (2.5.3) not only determined ~ν and Lagrange mul-
tiplier ω, λ1, λ2, but most likely applies restrictions on the function V in
addition to it axial symmetry.
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2.6 Supporting point and allowable varia-
tions 
~x0 = r0~e1;
~p0 =Mωr0~e2;
~ν0 = ~ν0, ~ν
2
0 = 1;
~π0 = C2~ν0 + I⊥ωP
ν0
⊥ (~e3);
(2.6.1)
As it was already mentioned, vector ~ν0 must be found from the necessary
conditions of stability.
Allowable variations, vector v = (δx, δp, δν, δπ) in the supporting point
fit the conditions of
δvC1 = 2ν0iδνi = 0;
δvC2 = π0iδνi + ν0iδπi = 0;
δvJ3 = δπ3 + p0δx1 + r0δp2 = 0.
(2.6.2)
Adding condition of transversality to these conditions that in contrast
to the Orbitron task we will take in more simpler form that simplifies the
further computations.
So, the complete set of the conditions can be written in the following form
δν3 = − 1ν0z 〈~ν0⊥, δ~ν〉;
δπ3 = − 1ν0z
〈
~ν0⊥,
(
δ~π − I⊥ω
ν0z
δ~ν
)〉
;
δp2 = −p0r0 δx1 − 1r0 δπ3;
δx2 = 0;
(2.6.3)
Remark 3. As it follows from second line of (2.6.1) that for the vector
tangent to the orbit the equation x˙02 = 0 could not be fulfilled in case of
conditions of r0 6= 0 and ω 6= 0 that are always supposed.
2.7 Coordinate system on the plane that is
fit to analysis of restraints of the varia-
tions
It is convenient to provide analysis of the restraints of the variations in the
coordinate system that is fit to the vector ~ν0⊥.
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Remark 4. If this vector is 0 (as in the Orbitron) then the new coordinate
system is coincides with original Cartesian system on the plane.
Let’s consider the coordinates system on the plane is defined by the vector
of ~a.
Let on the plane we defined the coordinate system {~e1, ~e2} and vector ~a.
Let’s direct the basis vector ~E1 in the new coordinate system { ~E1, ~E2} in
the line of vector ~a. In order that new coordinate system has been properly
oriented ( ~E1 × ~E2 = ~e3), the following equations must be satisfied{
~E1 =
a1
|~a|
~e1 +
a2
|~a|
~e2 =
~a
|~a|
;
~E2 = − a2|~a|~e1 + a
1
|~a|
~e2;
(2.7.1)
Allow the matrix
α =
[
a1
|~a|
− a2
|~a|
a2
|~a|
a1
|~a|
]
, ~Ei = αki~ek, αki = 〈~ek, ~Ei〉 (2.7.2)
Next
αkiXi = 〈~ek, Xi ~Ei〉 = 〈~ek, ~x〉 = xk
i.e.
xk = αkiXi, x = αX (2.7.2a){
x1 =
a1
|~a|
X1 − a2|~a|X2;
x2 =
a2
|~a|
X1 +
a1
|~a|
X2;
(2.7.2b)
Correspondingly
Xk = (α
−1)kixi, X = α
−1~x (2.7.3)
where
α−1 = αT =
[
a1
|~a|
a2
|~a|
− a2
|~a|
a1
|~a|
]
(2.7.3a)
In our case, the vector defined on the plane is ~ν0⊥, so
α =
1
|~ν0⊥|
[
ν01 −ν02
ν02 ν01
]
, ~EA = αBA~eB, αBA = 〈~eB, ~EA〉 (2.7.4){
~E1 =
1
|~ν0⊥|
(ν01~e1 + ν02~e2) =
~ν0⊥
|~ν0⊥|
;
~E2 =
1
|~ν0⊥|
(−ν02~e1 + ν01~e2);
(2.7.5)
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2.8 Restraints of the variations in the new
coordinate system
We shall use the reference coordinate system for the variations δx, δp and
the basis { ~E1, ~E2, ~e3} for the variations δν, δπ, and denote these variations
in the new coordinate system by the capital letters δN, δΠ.
Then restraints (2.6.3) have the form
δν3 = − |~ν0⊥|ν0z δN1;
δπ3 = − |~ν0⊥|ν0z
(
δΠ1 − 1ν0z I⊥ωδN1
)
;
δp2 = −Mωδx1 + |~ν0⊥|r0ν0z
(
δΠ1 − 1ν0z I⊥ωδN1
)
;
δx2 = 0;
(2.8.1)
Allow the variable δΠ′1{
δΠ′1 = δΠ1 − 1ν0z I⊥ωδN1;
δΠ1 = δΠ
′
1 +
1
ν0z
I⊥ωδN1;
(2.8.2)
Then 
δν3 = − |~ν0⊥|ν0z δN1;
δπ3 = − |~ν0⊥|ν0z δΠ′1;
δp2 = −Mωδx1 + |~ν0⊥|r0ν0z δΠ′1;
δx2 = 0;
(2.8.1a)
2.9 The original and reduced quadratic forms
The second variation of the augmented Hamiltonian has the form (hereinafter
indices i, j, k = 1..3, A, B, C = 1..2)
δ2vh
λ =
1
M
δp23 +
1
M
δp21 +
1
M
δp22 (2.9.1)
+
1
I⊥
δ~π2⊥ +
1
I⊥
δπ23
+2λ2〈δ~π⊥, δ~ν⊥〉+ 2λ2δπ3δν3
+2λ1δ~ν
2
⊥ + 2λ1δν
2
3
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−2ω(δx1δp2 − δx2δp1) + ∂
2V
∂xi∂xj
δxiδxj
+2
∂2V
∂xi∂νA
δxiδνA + 2
∂2V
∂xi∂ν3
δxiδν3
+
∂2V
∂νA∂νB
δνAδνB + 2
∂2V
∂νA∂ν3
δνAδν3 +
∂2V
∂ν23
δν23
By using restraints we get
1
M
δp22 =Mω
2δx21 − 2ω |~ν0⊥|r0ν0z δx1δΠ′1 +
~ν20⊥
Mr20ν
2
0z
δΠ′21 ;
1
I⊥
δ~π2 = 1
I⊥
1
ν20z
δΠ′21 + 2
1
ν0z
ωδΠ′1δN1 +
1
ν20z
I⊥ω
2δN21 +
1
I⊥
δΠ22;
〈δ~π, δ~ν〉 = 1
ν20z
δΠ′1δN1 + δΠ2δN2 +
1
ν0z
I⊥ωδN
2
1;
δ~ν2 = 1
ν20z
δN21 + δN
2
2;
−2ω(δx1δp2 − δx2δp1) = 2Mω2δx21 − 2ω |~ν0⊥|r0ν0z δx1δΠ′1
(2.9.2)
Hereinafter we use the following notation
∂2V
∂xi∂NA
= d2V (~ei, ~EA);
∂2V
∂NA∂NB
= d2V ( ~EA, ~EB);
∂2V
∂NA∂ν3
= ∂ ~EA
(
∂V
∂ν3
)
;
(2.9.3)
besides that in the expressions of this type we always considered that the
vectors ~ei are tangent to the variables space of ~x, and ~EA to the variables
space of ~ν.
Substituting (2.9.2) into (2.9.1) we find the reduced quadratic form
δ2vh
λ =
1
M
δp23 +
1
M
δp21 (2.9.4)
+Mω2δx21 − 2ω
|~ν0⊥|
r0ν0z
δx1δΠ
′
1 +
~ν20⊥
Mr20ν
2
0z
δΠ′21
+
1
I⊥
1
ν20z
δΠ′21 + 2
1
ν0z
ωδΠ′1δN1 +
1
ν20z
I⊥ω
2δN21 +
1
I⊥
δΠ22
+2λ2
(
1
ν20z
δΠ′1δN1 + δΠ2δN2 +
1
ν0z
I⊥ωδN
2
1
)
+2λ1
(
1
ν20z
δN21 + δN
2
2
)
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+2Mω2δx21 − 2ω
|~ν0⊥|
r0ν0z
δx1δΠ
′
1
+
∂2V
∂x21
δx21 + 2
∂2V
∂x1∂x3
δx1δx3 +
∂2V
∂x23
δx23
+2
∂2V
∂x1∂NA
δx1δNA + 2
∂2V
∂x3∂NA
δx3δNA
−2 |~ν0⊥|
ν0z
∂2V
∂x1∂ν3
δx1δN1 − 2 |~ν0⊥|
ν0z
∂2V
∂x3∂ν3
δx3δN1
+
∂2V
∂N21
δN21 + 2
∂2V
∂N1∂N2
δN1δN2 +
∂2V
∂N22
δN22
−2 |~ν0⊥|
ν0z
∂2V
∂N1∂ν3
δN21 − 2
|~ν0⊥|
ν0z
∂2V
∂N2∂ν3
δN1δN2
+
~ν20⊥
ν20z
∂2V
∂ν23
δN21
2.10 The method of successive elimination
of isolated squares
To derive the conditions of positive definiteness of the quadratic form
Q = Q(x1, . . . , xn) (2.10.1)
we use the method of successive elimination of isolated squares.
Let’s represent Q in the form
Q(x1, . . . , xn) = Ax
2
1 + 2B(x2, . . . , xn)x1 +Q
′(x2, . . . , xn), (2.10.2)
where B linear function of its variables, and Q′ is quadratic function of the
variables but without x1.
For the positive definiteness of Q is necessary that A > 0 then Q positive
definiteness is equivalent to the positive definiteness of the quadratic form
Q1, but with smaller number of variables.
Q1(x2, . . . , xn) = − 1
A
B2(x2, . . . , xn) +Q
′(x2, . . . , xn), (2.10.3)
Consistently applying this procedure, we can find all the conditions for pos-
itive definiteness of the original quadratic form, that is means all A > 0.
Remark 5. The order of elimination of the variables is arbitrary.
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2.11 Sufficient conditions of stability
Applying the method of successive elimination of isolated squares in the
following order δp3, δp1, δΠ2, δΠ
′
1, δN2, δN1, result
λ+ d2V ( ~E2, ~E2) > 0;
λ+ d2V (~ν⊤0 , ~ν
⊤
0 ) +
I2⊥~ν
2
0⊥
I⊥~ν
2
0⊥+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2)
2 + ~ν20⊥I⊥ω
2 − d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )2
λ+d2V (~E2, ~E2)
> 0;
A > 0, C > 0, AC − B2 > 0;
(2.11.1)
where
A = Mω2
3Mr20 − I⊥~ν20⊥
I⊥~ν20⊥ +Mr
2
0
+
∂2V
∂x21
−
(
∂2V
∂x1∂N2
)2
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N22
(2.11.2a)
−
(
2 I⊥|~ν0⊥|p0
I⊥~ν
2
0⊥+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2) + d
2V (~e1, ~ν
⊤
0 )−
∂2V
∂x1∂N2
d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N2
2
)2
λ + d2V (~ν⊤0 , ~ν
⊤
0 ) +
I2⊥~ν
2
0⊥
I⊥~ν
2
0⊥+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2)
2 + ~ν20⊥I⊥ω
2 − d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )2
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N2
2
B =
∂2V
∂x1∂x3
−
(
∂2V
∂x1∂N2
)(
∂2V
∂x3∂N2
)
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N22
(2.11.2b)
−
(
2 I⊥|~ν0⊥|p0
I⊥~ν
2
0⊥+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2) + d
2V (~e1, ~ν
⊤
0 )−
∂2V
∂x1∂N2
d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N22
)
λ + d2V (~ν⊤0 , ~ν
⊤
0 ) +
I2⊥~ν
2
0⊥
I⊥~ν
2
0⊥+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2)
2 + ~ν20⊥I⊥ω
2 − d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )2
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N22
×
(
d2V (~e3, ~ν
⊤
0 )−
∂2V
∂x3∂N2
d2V ( ~E2, ~ν
⊤
0 )
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N22
)
C =
∂2V
∂x23
−
(
∂2V
∂x3∂N2
)2
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N22
(2.11.2c)
−
(
d2V (~e3, ~ν
⊤
0 )−
∂2V
∂x3∂N2
d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N2
2
)2
λ + d2V (~ν⊤0 , ~ν
⊤
0 ) +
I2⊥~ν
2
0⊥
I⊥~ν
2
0⊥+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2)
2 + ~ν20⊥I⊥ω
2 − d2V (~E2,~ν⊤0 )2
λ+ ∂
2V
∂N2
2
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We use the following notation.
Allow the vector
~ν⊤0 = ν0z
~E1 − |~ν0⊥|~e3, 〈~ν0, ~ν⊤0 〉 = 0 (2.11.3)
Then
d2V ( ~E2, ~ν
⊤
0 ) = ν0z
∂2V
∂N1∂N2
− |~ν0⊥| ∂2V∂N2∂ν3 ;
d2V (~e1, ~ν
⊤
0 ) = ν0z
∂2V
∂x1∂N1
− |~ν0⊥| ∂2V∂x1∂ν3 ;
d2V (~e3, ~ν
⊤
0 ) = ν0z
∂2V
∂x3∂N1
− |~ν0⊥| ∂2V∂x3∂ν3 ;
d2V (~ν⊤0 , ~ν
⊤
0 ) = ν
2
0z
∂2V
∂N21
− 2|~ν0⊥|ν0z ∂2V∂N1∂ν3 + ~ν20⊥ ∂
2V
∂ν23
(2.11.4)
where
∂2V
∂x1∂N1
= ∂
2V
∂x1∂ν 1
ν01
|~ν0⊥|
+ ∂
2V
∂x1∂ν2
ν02
|~ν0⊥|
;
∂2V
∂x1∂N2
= − ∂2V
∂x1∂ν1
ν02
|~ν0⊥|
+ ∂
2V
∂x1∂ν2
ν01
|~ν0⊥|
;
∂2V
∂N1∂ν3
= ∂
2V
∂ν1∂ν3
ν01
|~ν0⊥|
+ ∂
2V
∂ν2∂ν3
ν02
|~ν0⊥|
;
∂2V
∂N2∂ν3
= − ∂2V
∂ν1∂ν3
ν02
|~ν0⊥|
+ ∂
2V
∂ν2∂ν3
ν01
|~ν0⊥|
;
∂2V
∂N21
= 1
|~ν0⊥|2
(
∂2V
∂ν21
ν201 + 2
∂2V
∂ν1∂ν2
ν01ν02 +
∂2V
∂ν22
ν202
)
;
∂2V
∂N1∂N2
= 1
|~ν0⊥|2
(
−∂2V
∂ν21
ν01ν02 +
∂2V
∂ν22
ν01ν02 +
∂2V
∂ν1∂ν2
(ν201 − ν202)
)
;
∂2V
∂N22
= 1
|~ν0⊥|2
(
∂2V
∂ν21
ν202 − 2 ∂
2V
∂ν1∂ν2
ν01ν02 +
∂2V
∂ν22
ν201
)
;
(2.11.5)
2.12 The case of a dipole in a magnetic field
Let’s study the possibility of the levitation of a dipole in an axially symmetric
magnetic field.
The potential energy in this case has the form
V = −µ〈~ν, ~B〉+Mgz = −µνiBi(~x) +Mgz (2.12.1)
where ~B is an axially symmetric magnetic field. Next, everywhere we assume
that µ > 0.
From (2.12.1) follows
∇νV = −µ ~B (2.12.2)
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Hence 
λ2 = ωνz − 1I⊥C2;
ωC2 = −µBz + (λ+ I⊥ω2)νz;
~ν⊥ =
µ
λ
~B⊥;
(2.12.3)
From (3) it follows that ~ν⊥ has the same direction as the ~B⊥ (with the
sign). As it will be shown below, this condition is coherent with the equation
∇xV = Mω2~x⊥ (2.12.4)
for the potential energy of the dipole (2.12.1).
Therefore, the supporting point in this case can be selected in form
~x0 = r0~e1;
~p0 =Mωr0~e2;
~ν0 = νz~e3 + νr~e1, ν
2
r + ν
2
z = 1, νr =
µ
λ
Br;
~π0 = I⊥ω~e3 − λ2I⊥~ν0;
(2.12.5)
i.e. vector ~ν0 lies in the plane span(~x0, ~e3).
In the dipole case the significant simplification will be
d2νV = 0 (2.12.6)
2.12.1 The relations for axially symmetric magnetic
field
It is assumed that the sources of magnetic field are localized, and motion of
the magnetized body occurs in an area free of sources.
Then in the movement area the equations of the magnetostatics without
sources are fulfilled. For the axially symmetric magnetic field in particular
that means in the cylindrical coordinate system there are only two compo-
nents of the field Br, Bz that depend on 2 variables — r and z.
In given case we have the following equations of magnetostatics
Br,z − Bz,r = 0;
Bz,z +Br,r +
1
r
Br = 0;
Bz,zz +Bz,rr +
1
r
Bz,r = 0
(2.12.1.1)
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For the Jacobian we have
BA,C = BC,A =
Br
r
δAC +
(
Br,r − Brr
)
xAxC
r2
;
B3,C = Bz,r
xC
r
;
B3,3 = Bz,z
(2.12.1.2)
For the Hessian of the magnetic field we have expressions
BA,CD = −Bz,rz xAxCxDr3
−1
r
(
Bz,z +
2Br
r
) (
xAδCD+xCδAD+xDδAC
r
− 4xAxCxD
r3
)
;
B3,CD =
1
r
Bz,rδCD +
(
Bz,rr − 1rBz,r
)
xCxD
r2
;
B3,C3 =
xC
r
(Bz,zr);
B3,33 = Bz,zz;
(2.12.1.3)
In the supporting point where ~x = (r0, 0, 0)
T for the components of the
Jacobian we have 
B1,1 = Br,r;
B1,2 = B2,1 = 0;
B2,2 =
1
r
Br;
B3,1 = Bz,r;
B3,2 = 0;
B3,3 = Bz,z
(2.12.1.2a)
For the components of the Hessian in the supporting point we have
B1,11 = −Bz,zr + 1r
(
Bz,z +
2
r
Br
)
= −Bz,zr − 1r
(
Br,r − 1rBr
)
;
B1,12 = B1,21 = 0;
B1,22 =
1
r
(
Bz,z +
2
r
Br
)
= −1
r
(
Br,r − 1rBr
)
;
B2,11 = B1,12 = 0;
B2,12 = B2,21 = B1,22 =
1
r
(
Bz,z +
2
r
Br
)
= −1
r
(
Br,r − 1rBr
)
;
B2,22 = 0;
B3,11 = Bz,rr;
B3,12 = 0;
B3,13 = Bz,rz;
B3,23 = 0;
B3,33 = Bz,zz;
(2.12.1.3a)
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2.12.2 The equations of equilibrium for the magnetic
dipole
From the relation (2.12.1) we have{
V,C =
∂V
∂xC
= −µνiBi,C = −µνDBD,C − µν3B3,C ;
V,3 =
∂V
∂x3
= −µνiBi,3 +Mg = −µνDBD,3 − µν3B3,3 +Mg;
(2.12.2.1)
Taking in to account the third equation of (2.12.3) the properties of the
axially-symmetric magnetic field we obtain{
νr =
µ
λ
Br;
νC = νr x
C
r
;
(2.12.2.2)
and equations of equilibrium take the form
νzBz,z + ν
rBr,z =
M
µ
g;
νzBr,z + ν
rBr,r = −Mµ ω2r;
ν2r + ν
2
z = 1
(2.12.2.3)
2.12.3 The sufficient conditions of stability for the
magnetic dipole in an axially symmetric mag-
netic field
In the case of the magnetic dipole in the supporting point we have the fol-
lowing relations
∂2V
∂x1∂N1
= sign(νr)
∂2V
∂x1∂ν1
;
∂2V
∂x1∂N2
= sign(νr)
∂2V
∂x1∂ν2
;
∂2V
∂N1∂ν3
= sign(νr)
∂2V
∂ν1∂ν3
;
∂2V
∂N2∂ν3
= sign(νr)
∂2V
∂ν2∂ν3
;
∂2V
∂N21
= ∂
2V
∂ν21
;
∂2V
∂N1∂N2
= ∂
2V
∂ν1∂ν2
;
∂2V
∂N22
= ∂
2V
∂ν22
;
d2V (~e1, ~ν
⊤
0 ) = sign(νr)
(
∂2V
∂x1∂ν1
νz − νr ∂2V∂x1∂ν3
)
;
d2V (~e3, ~ν
⊤
0 ) = sign(νr)
(
∂2V
∂x3∂ν1
νz − νr ∂2V∂x3∂ν3
)
;
(2.12.3.1)
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
∂2V
∂x1∂ν1
= −µBr,r;
∂2V
∂x1∂ν2
= 0;
∂2V
∂x3∂ν1
= −µBr,z;
∂2V
∂x3∂ν2
= 0;
∂2V
∂x1∂ν1
νz − νr ∂2V∂x1∂ν3 = −µ(Br,rνz − Br,zνr);
∂2V
∂x3∂ν1
νz − νr ∂2V∂x3∂ν3 = −µ(Br,zνz − Bz,zνr);
(2.12.3.2)

∂2V
∂x21
= −µνzBz,rr + µνrBz,zr − µνr 1r
(
Bz,z +
2
r
Br
)
;
∂2V
∂x1∂x3
= −µνzBz,rz − µνrBz,rr;
∂2V
∂x23
= −µνzBz,zz − µνrBz,rz;
(2.12.3.3)
{
µ(Br,zνr −Br,rνz) = Mg + µBrr νz;
µ(Bz,zνr − Br,zνz) =Mω2r − µBrr νr;
(2.12.3.4)
Then the stability conditions of the relative equilibrium in 2.11 can be
reduced to the form{
λ = µBz
νz
+ ωC2
νz
− I⊥ω2 > 0;
A > 0, C > 0, AC −B2 > 0; (2.12.3.5)
A =Mω2
3Mr20 − I⊥ν2r
I⊥ν2r +Mr
2
0
− µνzBz,rr + µνrBz,zr − µνr 1
r
(
Bz,z +
2
r
Br
)
(2.12.3.6a)
−
(
2 I⊥νrp0
I⊥ν2r+Mr
2
0
(νzω + λ2) +
(
Mg + µBr
r
νz
))2
λ+
I2⊥ν
2
r
I⊥ν2r+Mr
2
0
(νzω + λ2)
2 + ν2r I⊥ω
2
B = −µνzBz,rz − µνrBz,rr (2.12.3.6b)
−
(
2 I⊥νrp0
I⊥ν2r+Mr
2
0
(νzω + λ2) +
(
Mg + µBr
r
νz
))
λ+
I2⊥ν
2
r
I⊥ν2r+Mr
2
0
(νzω + λ2)
2 + ν2r I⊥ω
2
(
Mω2r − µBr
r
νr
)
C = −µνzBz,zz−µνrBz,rz−
(
Mω2r − µBr
r
νr
)2
λ+
I2⊥ν
2
r
I⊥ν2r+Mr
2
0
(ν0zω + λ2)
2 + ν2r I⊥ω
2
(2.12.3.6c)
where values of the variables νr, νz, ω can be found from (2.12.2.3) and
λ2, λ, ~π0 from (2.12.3).
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2.13 The Orbitron
The most simple example is the Orbitron.
As the field of the Orbitron (we mean generalized Orbitron see in [10])
we assume the field axially-symmetric about an axis z and mirror symmetric
respect to the plane vertical to axis z.
Let’s show that there are stable relative equilibrium that are located in
the plane of z (equatorial plane).
In this case without gravity force
V (~x, ~ν) = −µBi(~x)νi = −µ〈 ~B(~x), ~ν〉 (2.13.1)
In view of the mirror symmetry the supporting point is given by
~x0 = r0~e1;
~p0 =Mωr0~e2;
~ν0 = σ~e3, σ = ±1;
~π0 = σC2~e3 = π3~e3 = π0~e3;
(2.13.2)
and, therefore, {
λ2 = σ
(
ω − 1
I⊥
π0
)
;
λ = σµBz + ω(π0 − I⊥ω)
(2.13.3)

Bz,z = 0;
Bz,r = −σMµ ω2r0;
~B = Bz~e3;
(2.13.4)
Now we consider the sufficient conditions.
By using all previous simplifications of (2.12.3.5, 2.12.3.6a-6c) we obtain{
λ = σµBz + ωπ0 − I⊥ω2 > 0;
B = 0;
(2.13.5)
A = 3Mω2 − µσBz,rr > 0 (2.13.6a)
C = −σµBz,zz − (Mω
2r)
2
λ
> 0 (2.13.6c)
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From (2.12.3.6c) follows−σBz,zz > 0 then the conditions (2.12.3.6a,2.12.3.6c)
can be written in the form
−σBz,zz > 0;
−σ (31
r
Bz,r +Bz,rr
)
= −σ (−Bz,zz + 21rBz,r) > 0;
ωπ0 > −σµBz + I⊥ω2 + µ(Bz,r)
2
−σBz,zz
;
(2.13.7)
These conditions are equivalent to the conclusions of the article [10].
2.13.1 Dipoletron
In standard Orbitron [3] as the sources of the magnetic field the magnetic
poles were used. The results shown above demonstrates that other kinds of
the field sources are also allow the stable confinement.
A special interest are the sources of the field in the form of magnetic
dipoles, because of recognized model of a field. Furthermore, it is known
that stable dynamic configurations not realizable in the system of magnetic
dipoles that interact by magnetic forces only the (so-called ”problem 1
R3
[14]).
This circumstance adds the interest to such choice of the model field.
Let’s consider a system with two magnetic field sources that are the mag-
netic dipoles located on the axis z at points z = ±h and with equal magnetic
moments oriented along the same axis z. Obviously, the field of this system
is axially symmetric about axis z and mirror-symmetric with respect to the
plane z = 0.
Remark 6. In our system, we have outside forces that keep the dipoles-
sources in a predetermined position.
The field of the magnetic dipole is well known
~B =
µ0
4π
(
3〈~m, ~R〉~R
R5
− ~m
R3
)
, (2.13.1.1)
where ~m vector of the magnetic moment, and ~R is the radius-vector from
the dipole to the point of field observation.
For the dipoles located on the axis z in the points ±h in the components
of Cartesian system we haveB
±
C = 3q
(x3∓h)xC
D
5/2
∓
, C = 1, 2;
B±3 = q
2(x3∓h)2−(x21+x
2
2)
D
5/2
∓
, D± = x
2
1 + x
2
2 + (x3 ∓ h)2;
(2.13.1.2)
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where q = µ0
4π
|~m| — ”magnetic charge” equivalent to a pole of a magnetic
dipole.
By using (2.13.1.2) and take a derivative of Bz with respect to r at z = 0
we can express all quantities of interest.
Bz = 2q(2h
2 − r20)D−5/20 ;
Bz,r = Br,z = rβ,z = −6qr0(−r20 + 4h2)D−7/20 ;
Bz,zz = 6q(3r
4
0 − 24r20h2 + 8h4)D−9/20 ;
3
r
∂Bz
∂r
+ ∂
2Bz
∂r2
= −6q(r40 − 28r20h2 + 16h4)D−9/20 ,
(2.13.1.3)
where D0 = r
2
0 + h
2.
Then from the first two conditions (2.13.7) we obtain the geometric con-
ditions for the Dipoletron system{
3( r0
h
)4 − 24( r0
h
)2 + 8 < 0;
( r0
h
)4 − 28( r0
h
)2 + 16 > 0;
(2.13.1.4)
or
2
√
1−
√
5/6 <
r0
h
<
√
9−
√
65 (2.13.1.5)
with fulfilling of geometric conditions (2.13.1.5) the third condition (2.13.7)
can alway be satisfied.
2.14 Levitation of the Orbitron
Let’s explore the possibility of the levitation of a dipole in an axially sym-
metric magnetic field.
As it was shown above, the field of the Orbitron can provide the equi-
libration of the centrifugal force with stability. However, the studies show
that this field is ill-suited for the equilibration of gravity force. Therefore,
add the field that linearly depends of coordinates in the system.
Let
~B(~x) = ~BL(~x) + ~BO(~x) (2.14.1)
where ~BL — the magnetic field is linearly dependent on the coordinates, and
~BO — the field that mirror-symmetric with respect to the plane z = 0 (of
course, both fields axially-symmetric).
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It is expected that the ~BL field for the most part is intended for the
compensation of the gravity force, and ~BO field for the compensation of the
centrifugal force.
Let’s consider the relative equilibria that are spatially observed in z = 0.
The main properties of these fields are
BOr |z=0 = 0 −→ (BOr,r = 0)&(BOr,rr = 0)|z=0
−→ (BOz,z = 0)&(BOz,rz = 0)|z=0;
d2 ~BL = 0;
(2.14.2)
We have (see [15]) {
BLz = B0 +B
′z;
BLr = −12B′r;
(2.14.3)

BLz,z = B
′;
BLr,z = B
L
z,r = 0;
BLr,r = −12B′;
(2.14.4)
Then 
Bz,z = B
′;
Br,z = B
O
r,z;
Br,r = −12B′;
(2.14.5)
2.14.1 Necessary conditions of the relative equilib-
rium
Equation of equality of the forces can be written as
νz + βνr = κ;
βνz − 1
2
νr = −κξ2;
ν2r + ν
2
z = 1
(2.14.1.1)
where 
β =
BOr,z
B′
;
κ = Mg
µB′
;
ξ2 = ω
2r
g
;
(2.14.1.2)
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From here
νr =
1
1 + β2
(
βκ±
√
1 + β2 − κ2
)
(2.14.1.3)
ξ2 =
1
κ
(
1
2
+ β2
)
νr − β (2.14.1.4)
From the equation
νr =
µ
λ
Br (2.14.1.5)
and (2.14.3) we have
νr = −Mgr
2κλ
−→ sign(νr) = −sign(κ) (2.14.1.6)
Thus the sign of νr should be opposite to the sign of κ.
Therefore, in the expression (2.14.1.4) 1-st member and must be negative,
then the sign of the β must be the negative.
β < 0 (2.14.1.7)
Furthermore, since vector ~ν is completely determined of the system (2.14.1.1),
then the value of λ is also defined by (2.14.1.6).
Therefore, the equation
λ = µ
Bz
νz
+
ωC2
νz
− I⊥ω2 > 0; (2.14.1.8)
should not be regarded as an equation for λ, but rather as a limitation for
Bz and π.
From (2.14.1.3) and (2.14.1.4) we have
ξ2 = − β
2(1 + β2)
±
1
2
+ β2
1 + β2
√
1 + β2 − κ2
κ
(2.14.1.4a)
If |κ| = 1 then this value with minus sign before the square root becomes
negative.
Obviously (because of β < 0) the choice of the plus sign is preferred when
κ > 0, and, conversely, for κ < 0 it is necessary to choose the minus sign.
Otherwise, in the most interesting region κ ≈ 1 we receive a negative
value for the ξ2.
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Thus
ξ2 = − β
2(1 + β2)
+
1
2
+ β2
1 + β2
√
1 + β2 − κ2
|κ| (2.14.1.4b)
Then
νr =
κ
1 + β2
(
β +
√
1 + β2 − κ2
|κ|
)
(2.14.1.3a)
Obviously, that a small excess of the |κ| over one means that νr value will
be small.
|κ| = 1 + ǫ −→ νr = O(ǫ)(ǫ > 0) (2.14.1.9)
λ = −Mgr
2κνr
−→ Mgr
λ
= O(ǫ) > 0 (2.14.1.6a)
We also have
ξ2 = |β|+O(ǫ) (2.14.1.10)
2.14.2 Sufficient conditions of stability for levitation
of the Orbitron
The expressions of A,B,C take the form
A =Mω2
3Mr20−I⊥ν
2
r
I⊥ν2r+Mr
2
0
− µνzBz,rr −
(
2
I⊥νrp0
I⊥ν
2
r+Mr
2
0
(νzω+λ2)+Mg(1− νz2κ)
)2
λ+
I2
⊥
ν2r
I⊥ν
2
r+Mr
2
0
(νzω+λ2)
2+ν2rI⊥ω
2
;
B = −µνrBz,rr −
(
2
I⊥νrp0
I⊥ν
2
r+Mr
2
0
(νzω+λ2)+Mg(1− νz2κ)
)
λ+
I2
⊥
ν2r
I⊥ν
2
r+Mr
2
0
(νzω+λ2)
2+ν2r I⊥ω
2
Mg
(
ξ2 − Mgr
4κ2λ
)
;
C = −µνzBz,zz − (Mg)
2(ξ2−Mgr
4κ2λ
)
2
λ+
I2
⊥
ν2r
I⊥ν
2
r+Mr
2
0
(νzω+λ2)
2+ν2r I⊥ω
2
;
(2.14.2.1)
Given (2.14.1.6a,2.14.1.9,2.14.1.10), we get sufficient conditions in the
form 
a = r
Mg
A = −σ µr
Mg
(
3
r
Bz,r +Bz,rr
)− O(ǫ) > 0;
b = r
Mg
B = O(ǫ);
c = r
Mg
C = −σ µr
Mg
Bz,zz − O(ǫ) > 0;
ac− b2 > 0;
λ = σµBz + ωπ0 − I⊥ω2 ≫ Mgr2 ;
(2.14.2.2)
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at that O(ǫ) > 0.
From (2.14.2.2) and O(ǫ) > 0 it follows that geometric conditions are
fulfilled{
−σBz,zz > 0;
−σ (3
r
Bz,r +Bz,rr
)
= −σ (−Bz,zz + 2rBz,r) > 0; (2.14.2.3)
that ensure compliance with sufficient stability conditions (2.14.2.2) for suf-
ficiently small ǫ > 0.
Thus condition (2.14.2.3), together with dynamic condition
ωπ0 ≫ −σµBz + I⊥ω2 +Mgr (2.14.2.4)
gives a full set of conditions of the system stability, i.e. Orbitron can levitates.
Remark 7. Parameter Bz to a certain extent is adjustable, as contains
the contribution of the field ~BL that does not affect on the equilibrium of
the magnetic force and gravity force, and this parameter occures only in the
(2.14.2.4).
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